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Looking for jobs on the farm? The farmer is not the only job. There are a lot of other jobs that 

need to be done on the farm. You could be a mechanic, veterinarian, scientist, or even a 

truck driver. On the farm there is always work to be done! What is your favorite job?

Scientist
They help farmers fi nd better ways 
to grow vegetables and animals.

Cross out the picture that is 
NOT the scientist.

Veterinarian
They take care of animals

and help keep them healthy.

Cross out the picture that is 
NOT the veterinarian.

Mechanic
They repair farm machines like

tractors and trucks.

Cross out the picture that is 
NOT the mechanic.

Truck Driver
They carry most of ourfood to us 

like eggs, milk, and corn.

Cross out the picture that is 
NOT the truck driver.

Pizza Farms!
The foods in pizza come from the farm! Some are 

tomatoes, cheese, pepperoni, and  wheat. Those foods 

are called a good. The farmer that grows the food is 

also doing a service.
A Pizza Farm is divided into slices like 
a pizza. The farm grows all of the things 
needed to make a pizza!

P I Z Z A  M A K I N G

What is 
your favorite 

pizza?

You can make your favorite 

pizza! The farm grows all of the 

things needed to make it!

What you need: pizza sauce, 

English muffi ns, shredded 

cheese, spoon

W H A T  T O  D O :

1.  Take half of an English 

muffi n.

2.  Put two spoons of sauce 

on the muffi n.

3. Add some cheese on top.

4.  You can also add any 

vegetables.

5. Eat and enjoy!
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Information in Jr. Sprout can be linked to the following Virginia Standard’s of Learning:
Social Studies: K.6, 1.7, 2.7, 3.7, 3.8
English: K.5, K.6, 1.5, 1.6, 1.7, 2.4, 2.5, 2.6, 2.7, 2.8, 3.3, 3.4
Math: 2.3, 2.2

Jr. Sprout was created by Chelsea Sligh and is a publication of Virginia Agriculture in the Classroom, 12580 West Creek Parkway, VA 
23238 P.O. Box 27552 Richmond, VA 23261-7552.

 

 

 

 

Looking into our Communities
Help wanted...Jobs on the Farm!

Jr. SPROUT



 Farming Goods 
and Services

What is a Good?
 A good is something 
people grow on the farm.

What goods are on 
the farm? 

— Vegetables
— Fiber
— Meat

What is a Service?
A service is an activity 
done by people on 
the farm.

Who provides a 
service?

— Scientist

— Mechanic
— Truck driver

This truck is delivering a good from the farm. Draw and write 

your favorite food from the farm on the side of the truck.

“ What’s your favorite job on the farm?”

What is a Consumer?
—  We are consumers. 

We buy what we need.

What is a Producer?
—  A producer grows 

what people need.

Resources
Everywhere!
What is a Resource?
—  Human resources are people working to produce 

goods and services.

—  Capital resources make other goods.

—  Natural resources come from nature.

 What resources are 
on the farm?
—  Mechanics 

— Buildings

— Soil and water

Who uses these tools? Write “V” for Vet. 

Write “S” for Scientist. Write “F” for Farmer.

Circle the consumer goods.

What resource are they? 
Write “N” for natural resource  •  Write “C” for capital resource  •  Write “H” for human resource.


